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ABSTRACT
Instruments recording Energetic Neutral Atoms (ENAs) for space applications require thorough laboratory calibration in a dedicated test
facility providing a neutral atom beam. Accurate knowledge of the neutral beam intensity and energy is central for the laboratory calibration
procedure. However, until recently, the quantification of the neutral atom beam intensity in the low-energy range below a few 100 eV was
based on relative measurements with standard detectors of approximately known detection efficiencies for neutral atoms. We report on the
design and development of a novel calibration device dedicated to determining the ENA beam flux in an absolute manner in the energy range
from 3 keV down to about 10 eV. This is realized by applying ENA scattering at a surface and coincident detection of scattered particles and
created secondary electrons. Moreover, the neutral beam energy is determined by a time-of-flight measurement. The applied measurement
principle relies on very low background signals. The observed background count rates are in the range 10−2 s for the individual channels and
about 10−5 s for coincidence events. The background is, thus, at least two, typically four, orders of magnitude lower than the signal rate for
neutral atom beams in the foreseen energy range. We demonstrate a concrete application using the absolute flux calibration of a laboratory
neutralization stage.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0092065

I. INTRODUCTION

In situ and remote detection and analysis of energetic neutral
atoms (ENAs) has become an important method in space and
planetary science.1 Several past and upcoming space missions are
equipped with a low-energy ENA imaging instrument, such as
IBEX-Lo2,3 on the very successful and still active Interstellar Bound-
ary Explorer (IBEX) mission by NASA4 and its successor Interstellar
Mapping and Acceleration Probe (IMAP),5 with launch scheduled
for February 2025. The scientific instruments onboard these space-
craft are dedicated to investigate in great detail the heliosphere
and its interaction with the Local Interstellar Medium. IBEX pro-
vided many new insights into the structure and physical processes
of the outer heliosphere, in particular, the discovery of the ENA
ribbon and characterization of the globally distributed ENA flux.
Annual all-sky ENA maps and interstellar neutral atom observa-
tions have been acquired over one full solar cycle,6 and references
therein.7–9 The active science phase of IBEX is expected to continue
until 2025, allowing for overlap between the IBEX and IMAP

missions. Cross-calibration measurements will be performed in
flight between IBEX-Lo and IMAP-Lo, once the latter begins science
operations.

ENA observations are particularly interesting in heliospheric
science because neutral atoms, as opposed to electrons and ions,
travel on ballistic trajectories and are not affected by solar wind
plasma and magnetic fields. They, thus, provide a pristine source of
information about conditions present at their origin, such as den-
sity, composition, bulk speed, and energy distribution of the Local
Interstellar Medium. In addition, ENA instruments also allow for
the remote sensing of planetary atmospheres.

ENA instruments for planetary exploration include
IMAGE/LENA,10 ASPERA-3 on Mars Express11 and ASPERA-
4 on Venus Express,12 CENA/SARA13 on the lunar mission
Chandrayaan-1, SERENA/ELENA and ENA as part of the Mercury
Plasma/Particle Experiment on BepiColombo14,15 launched in
October 2018 heading for Mercury, Mars Ion and Neutral Particle
Analyzer (MINPA)16 on the Chinese Mars mission (Tianwen-1),
and the Jovian Neutral Analyser (JNA)17,18 as part of the Particle
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Environment Package on the upcoming JUICE (Jupiter Icy Moons
Explorer) mission19 to be launched in 2023.

Low-energy ENA instruments below a few 100 eV generally rely
on an efficient and reliable particle ionization method to allow for
electrostatic analysis and post-acceleration in support of detection
efficiency.1 The most widely used technique for space applications
in this energy range is charge-conversion via on-surface scatter-
ing at grazing incidence angles.1 However, the underlying physical
processes involved in the atom–surface interactions are not yet
understood in full detail. Instead, a number of well-suited conver-
sion surface materials have been characterized experimentally,20 and
references therein.21,22

For this reason, besides the general specification necessities
imposed by the harsh space environment, ENA detection instru-
ments require proper calibration against a neutral atom beam
source. For full instrument calibration, substituting the ENA beam
by an ion beam is not feasible because low-energy ions, as opposed
to neutral atoms, are affected by electric fields inside the instrument
under test.

At the University of Bern, we have a dedicated laboratory test
facility23 available for preflight calibration of ENA instruments for
space research. The MEFISTO facility is equipped with an elec-
tron cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS) suitable for producing
a positive ion beam from any atomic species. Calibration of the
IMAP-Lo instrument will be carried out there. For the IMAP-
Lo calibration campaign, calibrated ENA beams from hydrogen,
oxygen, helium, and also deuterium, neon, and other light elements
are of foremost interest.

In the low-energy range, a neutral beam is obtained from a col-
limated ion beam via surface neutralization using the neutralizer.24

This neutralization process introduces angular divergence and some
kinetic energy loss upon scattering from the neutralization surface.
After beam neutralization in the laboratory, beam characterization
by means of particle detection devices such as multichannel-plate
detectors and channeltrons is limited by the knowledge of the abso-
lute detection efficiency of these detection devices for atoms at these
energies. Until recently, energy loss and neutral beam intensity were
estimated based on relative measurements and theoretical consid-
erations, as it was not possible to experimentally determine neutral
beam fluxes and energies directly.24

The rising demand for an accurate method to determine the
ENA flux of a neutral atom beam source urged us to develop the
Absolute Beam Monitor (ABM), in particular, in regard of the
upcoming IMAP-Lo calibration campaigns. The ABM is a labora-
tory device used to determine the particle flux of a neutral atom
beam in the energy range from 3 keV down to 10 eV. Using
coincidence events in this device allows for absolute flux measure-
ments in a manner independent of any implicit detection efficiency
assumption. It will, therefore, be used as primary standard for the
laboratory ENA beam source calibration. The ABM is so far the only
device to measure absolute neutral beam intensities in the energy
range below 1 keV.

The general approach for measuring the absolute flux of neu-
tral atom beams using coincidence events has already been used.25

This instrument uses the neutral beam transmission through a thin
foil. Given that the atoms have to pass solid matter, a thin foil,
there exists a minimum value of energy the atoms need to possess
for their registration. This minimum energy given by the successful

transmission through the foil is around 500–1000 eV/nuc,1,26

increasing with foil thickness. The energy threshold for H detection
using thin carbon foils of 1 μg/cm2 is about 500 eV, and it increases
with atomic mass m; as for fixed energy, the nuclear stopping in
the foil is approximately proportional to m27 and the angular scat-
ter increases with the mass as well.28 For IMAP-Lo, the required
mass range spans from 1 to 32 (hydrogen to sulfur) in the energy
range from 10 eV to 2 keV; thus, the foil-based approach cannot
be used.

II. METHODS
In the following, we describe the ABM design and implementa-

tion as well as the basic physical principle it is built on.

A. Measurement principle
The detection and analysis of low-energy ENAs require prior

particle ionization. The most reliable ionization process used in
space science at energies below about 1 keV is via on-surface
interaction at grazing incidence angles.29 The grazing incidence
surface scattering process is also applied to obtain an ENA beam
from a primary ion beam.24 In the scattering interaction, sec-
ondary electrons are ejected from the surface, which can be detected
separately.

The ABM measurement principle relies on coincident detec-
tion of a neutral atom scattered off a conversion surface and the
simultaneous release of a secondary electron during this scatter-
ing process. The absolute neutral atom flux fn entering the ABM
is determined by the number of counts N for the detected neu-
tral atoms within a time interval tint, the detection efficiency εn for
neutral atoms, and the cross section σap of the ABM aperture,

f n = N
εn σap tint

= n
εn σap

. (1)

The measured neutral atom rate, n, is obtained by the simultaneous
detection of three count rates: a start count rate re generated by sec-
ondary electrons released from the start surface (SS) upon impact of
a neutral atom, a stop count rate ri of the scattered neutral atoms
hitting the stop detector, and a coincidence rate rc between these
two signals. Each incident neutral atom has an a priori unknown
probability ηe for ejecting a secondary electron from the SS and
an unknown probability ηi of being itself detected subsequently
by the stop detector. The probability of generating a coincidence
count is, thus, ηc = ηe ⋅ ηi. The start, stop, and coincidence count
rates (re, ri, rc) to be observed from the incoming neutral atoms
Fn = fnσap, through the entrance aperture with the cross section σap,
respectively, will then be

re = μeFn + re,0,

ri = μiFn + ri,0,

rc = μcFn + rc,0 = μeμiFn + rc,0.

(2)

With the requirement that the backgrounds on the three rates (re,0,
ri,0, rc,0) are negligible, we obtain
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μe = rc

ri
= μeμiFn

μiFn
,

μi = rc

re
= μeμiFn

μeFn
,

(3)

and we get the detection efficiency εn = μeμi for neutral atoms. This
formalism is well known and has been used in plasma and parti-
cle instruments for many years.30,31 The neutral atom flux fn can be
obtained directly from the observed count rates as

f n = (re − re,0) ⋅ (ri − ri,0)
(rc − rc,0) . (4)

This method requires very low detector background count rates;
otherwise, the background rate in the start rate re,0, the stop rate
ri,0, and the coincidence rate rc,0 will interfere with the derivation
of the neutral atom flux. Therefore, we have to keep the background
rates very low compared to the respective count rates to apply Eq. (4)
to derive the true particle flux fn. We carefully record the back-
ground count rates separately, see below, and subtract them from
the measured count rates in the data evaluation.

By multiplying the rates with the integration time, we can
rewrite Eq. (4) by the actual counts collected:

f n = (ce + ce,0) ⋅ (ci + ci,0)
(cc + cc,0) . (5)

We assume that the individual counts registered in a time interval
are Poisson distributed. The statistical uncertainty of the mean count
rate for a single accumulation measurement is, thus,

δ f n

f n
= δce

ce
+ δci

ci
+ δcc

cc
= 1√

ce
+ 1√

ci
+ 1√

cc
. (6)

The dominant contribution to the statistical uncertainty is due to
coincidence counts, as these always give the lowest count rates. At
lower beam energies, where the neutral atom flux is typically much
reduced, this puts a condition on the required accumulation time:
To achieve a relative uncertainty of 10% or better in Eq. (6),
the integration time should be long enough to record at least
100 coincidence counts.

From all recorded coincidence events, we measure the time
difference Δt between the start pulse and the stop pulse in parallel
to the individual counters. Combined with the known mean flight
distance s of scattered atoms from the SS center to the stop detector
and the atom species (known from the primary ion beam), we infer
the kinetic energy as

Ekin = m0

2
⟨s⟩2 (tel + Δt)−2. (7)

Here, we also take into account the electron flight time tel from the
SS to the start detector, which is about 11 ns according to the electro-
optical simulation.

Neutral atoms can impinge over almost the full length of the SS,
which causes an uncertainty δs in the flight distance after generating
a start signal. With ⟨s⟩ = 101 mm and δs = ±10 mm, this con-
tributes a relative uncertainty of δE

E ≅ 10% to the energy distribution
measured in the time-of-flight (ToF) spectra.

B. Technical design
The ion-optical properties and the geometry were designed

using numerical simulations with the SIMION© software package
from Scientific Instrument Services. A schematic overview of the
simulation model is shown in Fig. 1.

The ABM consists of a near-cylindrically shaped box of about
14 × 7 × 7 cm3 size. The structure is an assembly of a con-
cave top plate and an opposite bottom plate with a conical rim,
enveloped by a cylindrical mantle with flattened planar sides.
A circular entrance hole of 5 mm diameter is located at the front
side of the envelope, the entrance aperture, through which the
ENAs enter the ABM. An additional circular aperture of 5 mm
diameter is mounted 9 mm in front of the entrance aperture
to restrict the allowed angular directions of incoming neutral
atoms. At the backside, a passage in the mantle is left open and
a conical tube (target cone) is firmly attached. Serrations in the
bottom plate and target cone serve to collect the scattered par-
ticles off the SS. All inner surfaces, except for the SS and the
channel electron multipliers (CEMs), are coated with Acktar Vac-
uum Black (Acktar Ltd., Kiryat-Gat, Israel) to enhance absorption
of photons, electrons, and scattered atoms by its large effective
surface area.

The whole ABM is tilted by about 10○ with respect to the
neutral beam direction, so that the ENA beam entering through
the entrance aperture hits the SS at a grazing incidence angle of
α = 10○ ± 0.5○. This shallow incidence angle is a compromise
between reducing the angular scattering on the SS by a more grazing
incidence on one hand and capturing the full incident ENA beam
on a relatively short SS not to broaden the ToF peak on the other
hand. Moreover, the same incidence angle was applied in the surface
neutralizer (see below). The SS stands off from the top plate and is
oriented along the projected neutral beam direction to cover the full
neutral beam passing through the entrance hole.

FIG. 1. Schematic ABM simulation model in SIMION. Part of the structure is
cut away to present the ABM interior. Simulated particle trajectories are shown
as colored lines: neutral atoms (green), electrons (pink), positive ions (red), and
negative ions (blue) ions. The ABM device is operated such that the neutral atoms
enter horizontally through the entrance aperture on the left.
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A first channel electron multiplier (start CEM) of 25 mm
diameter is placed opposite the SS. Its entrance is held at a posi-
tive electrostatic potential (HV0) to attract all secondary electrons
emitted from the SS. A second CEM (stop CEM) is placed at the
open end of the target cone to accept and detect the scattered
neutral atoms.

The entire enclosure (mantle, top and bottom plates, target
cone) is at ground potential. The SS at a low positive voltage and the
start CEM at +HV0 confine the secondary electrons in the center
region of the volume. Scattered charge-converted ions and neutral
atoms are directed, simply by their scattering direction distribution,
toward the stop CEM with aperture at a high negative potential
(HV2). Negative ions are, thus, rejected and effectively absorbed at
the inner device walls, while positive ions are attracted toward the
stop CEM.

The start surface is, of course, the central element of the entire
device. It consists of a 20 × 10 × 1.0 mm3 highly polished tung-
sten (W) single crystal plate (MaTecK GmbH, Jülich, Germany) with
(100) surface orientation. Tungsten was chosen as SS to have the
same surface interaction as in the neutralizer, to support the valid-
ity of Eq. (10) (see below) for the relative loss of particle energy.
In the neutralizer design,24 W was used as neutralizing surface for
three reasons: First, metal single crystals serve well to neutralize
scattered particles; second, W isotopes have high atomic masses
of 182–186 amu, which aids in reducing the energy transfer in a
binary collision with low-mass atomic ions;20,32 and third, W single
crystal surfaces are readily available and chemically stable. The SS
plate is soldered at its backside onto a screw, which is fed through
the top plate but electrically insulated from it. A bias low volt-
age is applied on the mounting screw from the outside. The SS
is equipped with an electrically insulated resistive wire heater at
its backside that allows heating the SS to remove adsorbed water
layers from it.

The start CEM aperture cone is inserted through a circular hole
in the bottom plate; its electrical connections and signal line are
placed under the box. Two semicircular inserts close up the hole for
electrostatic shielding. The stop CEM holder is mounted at the back
of the target cone. The entire device is mounted on a 10○ tilted alu-
minum support that ensures proper geometry for the incidence of
the neutral atom beam, proper electrical ground, and firm and flexi-
ble installation in the vacuum chamber. Figure 2 shows a photograph
of the assembled ABM device.

C. Laboratory setup
The ABM has been tested and mounted in the MEFISTO test

facility.23 MEFISTO consists of a large vacuum chamber equipped
with a microwave-heated electron cyclotron resonance ion source
providing a focused positive ion beam of any desired species at
energy 3 keV/q. The ion beam is neutralized using the surface neu-
tralizer, which has been moved into the ion beam path.24 Inside
the neutralizer, the incoming ions are scattered at a 10○ grazing
incidence angle from a polished W surface and, thereby, almost
completely neutralized. The neutralizer can be floated to high volt-
age up to 3 kV, which decelerates the incoming ion beam to the
desired final ion energy in the range 10–3000 eV for neutralization.
A 20○, electrostatic analyzer, with ions of defined energy, is installed
in front of the neutralization surface to deflect the ion beam so that

FIG. 2. The fully assembled absolute beam monitor version 2. The entrance
aperture with the additional standoff aperture is to the right. At the top is the
SS mounting screw with the SS voltage connection and the heater connections.
Electrical connections for the CEMs come from the left underneath the ABM. The
dimension of the base plate is 100 × 80 mm2.

the outgoing neutral beam is parallel to the incoming ion beam. The
neutralization process induces an estimated 15% reduction in beam
energy and the deceleration induces an energy-dependent transmis-
sion. The neutral beam flux into the test chamber, thus, varies with
ion beam energy, ion intensity, and species.

During testing, the ABM is mounted on a four-axis movable
and pivotable hexapod table so that the ABM can be placed in the
optimal position at the center of the neutral beam in front of the
neutralizer exit at a distance of about 10 cm (see Fig. 3). The entire
test setup incorporates, thus, a collinear and retarded ion beam
passing through an ESA onto a neutralizing W surface. The resulting

FIG. 3. The ABM mounted on the hexapod table in the MEFISTO vacuum cham-
ber, placed at the exit of the surface neutralizer. At the front, toward the neutralizer,
there is the entrance aperture and the aluminum shielding to protect the start
CEM under the ABM box. The ion beam enters the neutralizer from behind the
baffled shroud on the left-hand side. The neutral beam axis (green) and ABM
tilt angle are indicated. Scale: The screw hole spacing on the hexapod table
is 40 × 40 mm2.
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FIG. 4. (a) Electronic circuitry of the
start (top) and stop CEM (bottom). Gray
boxes represent the CEMs with electri-
cal front, back, and anode contacts. The
CEM apertures are held at high voltage
+HV0 and −HV2, respectively. (b) Elec-
tronic signal processing setup in the lab-
oratory. The preamplifiers transform the
negative signal pulses from the CEMs
to clean rectangular positive pulses. The
gate generator provides the time window
for coincidence events. ToF spectrum
acquisition is done using a separate TDC
card.

neutral atom beam is collimated at the neutralizer exit and passes on
into the ABM where the neutral atoms strike another W surface to
initiate detection.

Secondary electrons or scattered ions and neutral atoms from
the ABM SS are collected in the CEMs (Sjuts Optotechnik GmbH,
Germany, model KBL25RS/90) with 25 mm diameter apertures.
The negative signal pulses from the start and stop CEM are routed
through the vacuum chamber flange and fed into a preampli-
fier and discriminator (Winkelnkemper Ing., Hattingen, Germany,
model PAD06DS), which converts the CEM signals into 12 ns
short +1.5 V rectangular pulses for further processing. The preamp
dead time was set to 20 ns. The electronic configuration is shown
in Fig. 4.

The discrete start pulses are recorded by the electronic Counter
1 (model: HP 53132A), as shown in Fig. 4(b). The signal also
triggers the gate generator (model: Stanford DG535) that outputs
a coincidence window signal of adjustable duration. The discrete
stop pulses are registered alike in Counter 2 (model: Keithley
776) and in Counter 3 (model: Keithley 775A) during active gate
window signal to accumulate the coincidence counts. A signal
delay through the gate generator is matched by accordingly longer
stop signal line. Compared to a conventional coincidence count-
ing system, the expected flight time of a particle covers a large
range; thus, we allow for a long coincidence gate window in the
range 100 ns to 10 μs, depending on species and beam energy.
For each start event, several stop counts could be accepted as
coincidence events.

In addition, the time intervals between start and stop pulses
for coincidence events were recorded using a fast time-to-digital
converter (TDC) card (FAST ComTec GmbH, Oberhaching, Ger-
many, model p7886) with up to 2 GHz (0.5 ns) time resolution.
The hardware is installed directly on the main board and oper-
ated with commercial software. The TDC acquisition features an
end-of-sweep dead time of about 20 ns. All start and stop sig-
nal lines and counter and preamplifier thresholds were matched
to ensure a maximal shift of <0.1 ns in time difference owing to
the setup.

III. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION
Several tests were undertaken in support of performance and

concept verification.

A. Background rates
The background count rate refers to the number of detected

signal pulses per time with the beam source and surface neutralizer
shut down but the ABM fully working. Background counts may
result from ambient ions or electrons from the pressure gauges
hitting one of the CEMs or from spontaneous pulses from radioac-
tive decay of materials used in the CEMs. Moreover, electronic
noise may be picked up on the signal transmission lines. The
ambient gas pressure in the test chamber was in the low to mid
10−8 mbar range. In Fig. 5, the measured background count rates
are displayed over time. These were usually acquired over several
hours. The start background rate is in the order of 1 min, the
stop background rate is about 0.3 min, and the coincidence back-
ground rate is typically below 0.001 min (i.e., below 10−5 s−1). The
exponential fits to the data provided in Fig. 5 show a decrease
in background counts over time for the start and stop signals,
whereas the coincidence background count rate remains constant
over time within the uncertainties given due to the very low counting
statistics.

For the most part of the foreseen energy range, the background
count rate of each channel is at least two orders below the measured
actual signal count rate. Only for the very low-energy neutral atom
beams (below about 50 eV), it might become relevant to subtract the
background count rate for proper data evaluation.

B. Poisson distribution
The detection of individual secondary electrons is independent,

but for a constant neutral atom beam flux, the detection proba-
bility is constant in time. Likewise, for the detection of scattered
atoms. Therefore, the number of detected start or stop counts n
per unit time interval Δt should follow a Poisson distribution with
expectation value ⟨N⟩,

p(n, Δt) = ⟨N⟩
n

n!
e−⟨N⟩. (8)

This can best be tested in a measurement at low beam energies,
where the mean start or stop count rates are just a few counts per
time interval, i.e., typically about 5 counts/min. A constant ion beam
intensity is required to establish time independence of the detection
probability. Figure 6(a) shows start and stop counts over time of a
measurement sequence with a 50 eV hydrogen neutral atom beam
having low count rates, and Fig. 6(b) shows the histogram for a
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FIG. 5. Measured ABM background count rates for start, stop, and coincidence over time shown with statistical errors. The typical acquisition time per data point is several
hours. Zero coincidence background counts were recorded where the respective data points are missing. Weighted exponential fit curves are added for each channel.

60 s time interval of these counts along with the Poisson distribu-
tion corresponding to the mean count rate. Figure 6(c) shows the
respective start, stop, and coincidence count distributions at a beam
energy of 80 eV giving higher count rates. The measured distribu-
tions are in good agreement with Poisson distributions, confirming
that individual atoms or secondary electrons are indeed recorded
independently.

This holds true as long as the mean start or stop count rate
is small compared to the inverse of the preamplifier dead time,
n≪ τ−1

d =̃(10 ns)−1 = 108s−1. At the highest ENA energies, where
we encounter the highest count rates, the start count rate remained
below 107 s−1, most times below 106 s−1.

C. Background and voltage setting
A typical measurement sequence of a neutral hydrogen atom

beam at an ion energy of 100 eV/q, during optimization of the
measurement parameters, is shown in Fig. 7. Counts were collected
for 60 s accumulation time and these data points were stored contin-
uously. The total measurement time is close to 5 h. The number of
measured neutral atoms per time unit is calculated from the respec-
tive start, stop, and coincidence counts. Several manipulations were
done on the CEM voltages (HV1, HV2) and the offset voltage (HV0)
during this sequence to optimize the operation of the ABM. Times of
these changes are indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 7, with the details
given in Table I.

These adjustments on the CEM voltages have a large impact on
the start, stop, and coincidence count rates. In particular, increas-
ing the start CEM voltage HV1 by 150 V in total from minute 1
to minute 120 increases the start count rate by about three orders
of magnitude until a plateau is reached and similarly for the coin-
cidence events. However, the deduced neutral atom rate is only
lower by a factor 3 before compared to after minute 90, when
the HV1 voltage reached the nominal level. The large scatter in
intensity of neutral atoms during the first hour is a direct con-
sequence of the extremely low start rate and, thus, the extremely
low coincidence rate. Increasing HV1 further (around minute 240)
leaves the obtained neutral atom rate constant. Furthermore, adjust-
ing the offset voltage HV0 within a range of a few 100 V (after
minute 240) does not affect the resulting neutral atom rate despite
changes in the individual count rates. Consequently, the offset volt-
age can be used to minimize the relative statistical variation of the
neutral atom rate, by maximizing the coincidence count rate. In
summary, once a sufficiently high voltage is applied to the CEMs,
their actual value is less critical, and a stable and reliable neutral flux
can be derived from these measurements. Changing the preamplifier
threshold voltages (minutes 44, 120, 210) does in general also affect
the individual start, stop, and coincidence count rates but not the
derived neutrals rate.

At minutes 105, 175, and 218, the primary hydrogen ion beam
was blocked intentionally by the ion beam scanner for several
minutes. This reduced the start and stop counts by four orders of
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FIG. 6. (a) Example time sequence of start and stop counts for H at 50 eV. (b) Corresponding occurrence distribution (histograms) and predicted Poisson distributions
(dashed lines). Expectation values are ⟨N⟩ = 14.5 and ⟨N⟩ = 2.7 for start and stop counts, respectively. (c) Start, stop, and coincidence distributions at slightly higher count
rate for 80 eV hydrogen. The dashed lines show predicted Poisson distributions for ⟨N⟩ = 2.91, 14.9, and 27.07 counts/min, respectively.

magnitude to their respective background rates, giving a signal to
background ratio of about 104 for the start rate, as well as for the
stop rate. The mean start and stop count rates are indicated, respec-
tively, for each ion beam interrupt period by empty symbols with
statistical error bars. No coincidence events were detected during
the ion beam interrupts, which is expected given the low coinci-
dence background rate of about 10−4 s−1 presented in Fig. 5. The
ion beam interruptions demonstrate the low background during
a real measurement situation, in agreement with the background
determinations done during the preparation (Fig. 5), which are a
requirement for the capability of absolute neutral flux measurements
with the ABM.

D. Time-of-flight measurement
The TDC card used for the ToF measurements provides time

resolution of up to 0.5 ns. The data acquisition speed is, thus, con-
siderably higher than the physical ToF resolution of the ABM, and
we obtain a well-resolved peak in the ToF spectra given large enough
coincidence events statistics. Acquisition of ToF spectra of vari-
able length (512 . . . 8192 bins) and bin size (2x−1ns, x ∈ N) can be
adjusted to neutral beam species (H, O, He) and estimated energy.

The recorded ToF spectra are subsequently transformed into
kinetic energy spectra according to Eq. (7) and need be rescaled by

the factor to compensate for the varying bin width in the energy
spectrum,

n(E) = dt
dE
⋅ n(t) = ⟨s⟩

2

√
m0

2E3 n(t), (9)

where ⟨s⟩ is the mean flight distance and t the individual flight
time. Any constant background contribution in the ToF spectrum
transforms into a power-law background proportional to E−3/2.
We subtract this background, if present, by fitting the nonpeak
domain in the energy spectrum by the mentioned power law to
obtain the cleaned energy peak.

Note that in this setup, the detected ENA undergoes two surface
scattering interactions from the ion beam entering the neutralizer to
the ABM’s stop CEM, first at the beam-neutralizing surface, then
in the ABM. We take advantage of the fact that the SS in the ABM
and in the neutralizer are highly polished single crystal W surfaces
at 10○ incidence angle each. Thus, the relative energy loss will be
roughly the same, and we obtain the relative energy loss in each
surface interaction as

ΔENS

Eion
= ⎛⎝1 −

√
⟨E⟩tof

Eion

⎞
⎠. (10)
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FIG. 7. Example measurement sequence with a 100 eV neutral hydrogen beam. The total measurement time is 280 min. Vertical dashed lines represent times of
manipulations on the voltage configuration. At minutes 105, 175, and 218, the hydrogen beam was blocked for several minutes.

TABLE I. Sequence of the voltage setting during the measurement campaign presented in Fig. 7, taken with the ABM on
5 July 2021.

Minute Changes

00 HV1 = 2.25 kV, HV2 = −2.35 kV, HV0 = 600 V, Δtcoinc = 2.0 μs
06 HV1 = 2.31 kV
33 HV1 = 2.36 kV
44 HV1 = 2.41 kV, adjust the start preAmp threshold to higher level
90 HV1 = 2.45 kV
105–113 Ion beam interrupted by ion beam scanner (Faraday cup)
120 Start preAmp threshold adjust to lower level (as was at start)
155 Shorter gate window: Δtcoinc = 1.5 μs
170 Stop preAmp threshold adjust to lower level
175–180 Ion beam interrupted by Faraday cup
195 Reduced stop CEM voltage: HV2 = −2.30 kV
210 Altered both preAmp thresholds
218–225 Ion beam interrupted by Faraday cup
235 HV1 = 2.49 kV (increased)
244 HV1 = 2.45 kV, HV0 = 500 V (lowered)
261 HV0 = 430 V (lowered)
270 HV0 = 700 V (increased)
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The ion beam energy is obtained directly from the difference
between neutralizer float voltage and ion-source post-acceleration
voltage and from the neutralizer ESA voltage.

Figure 8(a) shows an example ToF spectrum of hydrogen and
Fig. 8(b) the resulting energy spectrum. The energy peak is fitted
with a Gaussian, and the mean energy ⟨E⟩, the peak width, and
standard error are read out. The energy peak width is a convolu-
tion of several contributions: the variation in flight distance δs from
different scattering locations on the SS mentioned earlier and
impinging points on the stop CEM funnel, an estimated ±2 ns vari-
ation in start electron flight time to produce start signals, the energy
spread resulting from scattering from the SS, and the actual energy
spread in the neutral atom beam.

As the stop CEM is at negative high voltage, positive ions scat-
tered off the SS are accelerated toward the stop CEM and, thus,
show a lower ToF than the neutral atoms. At high energies, ions
provide only a minor contribution to the ToF peak and cannot be
separated from the neutral peak: The ToF difference between ions
and neutral atoms in the ABM is smaller than the peak width. At
low energies, ions have a considerably lower ToF than the neu-
tral atoms and may make up a larger fraction of the stop signals
due to their higher detection efficiency. Having sufficient statis-
tics, one can separate the peaks of ions and neutral atoms. In
this case, only the neutral peak has been used for ToF evalua-
tion. At intermediate energies, where the contribution of ions to
the ToF peak is not negligible and cannot be uniquely separated,
this may introduce some systematic uncertainty in broadening the
ToF peak.

With higher atomic mass and/or lower beam energy, the peak
in ToF spectrum shifts to larger flight time. By comparison of the
ABM measured mean energy of neutral atoms to the primary ion
energy, the energy loss during the scattering interaction with a tung-
sten surface is inferred. From the spectrum shown in Fig. 8, we get
a mean energy of ⟨E⟩ = 862 eV and a peak FWHM of 533 eV. Relat-
ing this mean energy to the primary ion beam energy of 1300 eV

using Eq. (10), we obtain a mean energy loss per surface interaction
of about 18% in this case.

E. Neutral atom beam calibration
As described above, until recently, the ENA flux from the

surface neutralizer in the energy range of 10 eV–1 keV had to
rely on the known detection efficiency for neutral atoms of the
used detector, which was an MCP-based imaging detector, and
allowed for a calibration with neutral atoms with 30% accuracy.2
This detection efficiency was derived in earlier work on MCP detec-
tors in a different laboratory.33 One key purpose of the ABM
is to determine the incoming neutral atom rate independent of
the prior knowledge of the detection efficiencies of the detector
using the described start–stop–coincidence method. Combined with
the well-defined entrance aperture, it amounts to determining the
ENA beam flux fn (part cm−2 s−1) as a function of primary ion
beam energy Eq. In the neutralizer, the current on the neutral-
izer surface Incs from the impinging positive ions is measured.
This current mostly reflects the primary ion current, with contri-
butions from secondary electron emission by the ion impact, and
a small fraction of scattered negative ions. The Incs is permanently
recorded during the neutralizer operation with a highly sensitive
pico-amperemeter.

The ENA flux generated in the neutralizer from an ion beam
at a given species and beam energy is proportional to the mea-
sured current at the neutralizer surface,24 which is proportional to
the ion flux hitting the tungsten surface. The proportionality is a
combination of neutralization efficiency (close to 100%), a geomet-
ric factor based on angular scattering distribution at the neutralizer
surface and exit aperture of the neutralizer, and possibly others. Of
course, this proportionality factor may vary with ion species due to
different reflection and scattering properties upon scattering from
the neutralizer surface, different secondary electron yields, and dif-
ferent charge-conversion efficiencies. The ion beam geometry and

FIG. 8. (a) Recorded ToF spectrum from 1.3 keV hydrogen beam, with a moving average added in blue and the typical coincidence window in black. (b) The energy
distribution derived from the ToF spectrum for scattered ENA beam in the ABM. Dash-dotted lines show the mean neutral beam energy (862 eV) and the primary ion beam
energy (1.3 keV) as well as the mean energy loss (arrow).
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FIG. 9. Neutralizer calibration for helium from 3 keV down to 30 eV primary ion
energy. The calibration factor is the neutral beam flux per neutralizer surface cur-
rent (pA), and it is plotted as function of primary ion beam energy. Measured data
are fitted with a Weibull function.

angular spread vary with ion beam energy, which, in turn, changes
the neutral atom transmission through the neutralizer exit.

By relating the neutral atom flux measured by the ABM to the
simultaneously measured neutralizer surface current, we obtain an
absolute calibration of the surface neutralizer. For each ENA species
of interest, we derive the calibration factor CF(Eq) = Fn/Incs that
relates the measured current to the emitted neutral atom flux as
function of the ion beam energy Eq.

One example of neutralizer calibration function is shown for
He in Fig. 9. An empirical fit is added to the measured data using a
three-parameter Weibull cumulative distribution function Eq. (11),

f (x) = a exp(−(b x)d), (11)

with the parameters a = 1617, b = 9.32 × 10−3, d = 6.85. The Weibull
function was chosen without physical meaning, but it allows good
fits for a wide range of the calibration function f value at energies
x. Similar neutral beam calibration measurements are prepared for
IMAP for a number of species of interest, including hydrogen, deu-
terium, helium, and oxygen neutral atom beams down to lower beam
energy limits of 10 eV (H) to 30 eV (D), for which results will be
reported in a later publication.

IV. SUMMARY
With the absolute beam monitor, we have developed a new lab-

oratory device that is capable of recording the neutral atom flux from
an ENA beam source in the 10 eV–3 keV energy range in an absolute
manner. The ABM measurement principle is based on a coincidence
technique using surface scattering on a polished W surface and by
recording the resulting start, stop, and coincidence signals simulta-
neously. In addition, the device provides a coarse measurement of
the neutral atom beam energy using a simple ToF configuration.

Individual signal counts are Poisson distributed in each chan-
nel. The observed background count rates are about four orders of
magnitude lower than the actual signal rates.

In the low to mid energy range, the accumulation time required
to get sufficient counts can range from minutes to hours because
of the low efficiencies for creating a start, stop, and coincidence
signal at these low energies. Therefore, operating the ABM in par-
allel with a scientific ENA instrument under test is difficult. Instead,
the ABM serves as an independent primary calibration standard for
calibrating the beam surface neutralizer, which records a simultane-
ous current signal related to the neutral atom flux.
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